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had so great a reputation that from it arose disciples, those called
Heracliteans.

2 In spite of 193 Plato Theaetetus 179D
lTOAAOV Koi Sei <pallAll eTval (sc.1'} 1.l00Xll),
aAAa mpi I.lEV Tf}V 'Iwviov Koi emSISwc7I lTO:l.llTOAv. 01 yap TOV 'HpoKAelTov
hoipol XOPllyovcrl TOVTOV TOV Myov 1.10:1.0 eppWI.lEVWS. (Cf. ibid. 179E, ... ollTois
"" I.lEV Tois mpi Tf}V "E<pecrov.) ([ The battle) isfar from being a slight one, but in the region
qf Ionia it is even greatl:J increasing. For the companions qf Heraclitus minister to this
argument with might and main. (Cf. ... to those around Ephesus.)) This whole passage
is intentionally humorous, as indeed are most of Plato's remarks about Heraclitus,
and the local references need not be intended literally; anyone using what Plato
would consider to be a Heraclitean type of argument might be ironically
associated with Ephesus. Plato's most extreme Heraclitean acquaintance, at any
rate, namely Cratylus, was neither an Ephesian nor even from Ionia.

Ancient biographers and historians of philosophy assumed that all
the Presocratics wrote one or more books (though there was doubt
over Thales, see pp. 86ff.). They certainly assumed that Heraclitus
wrote one, and Diogenes tells us that its title was 'On Nature'. This
title was regularly assigned to works by those whom Aristotle and
the Peripatetics called' natural philosophers', and cannot be regarded
as necessarily authentic in all cases; see pp. 102-3 n. I. The division
into three sections is unlikely to have been original, and suggests)that
Diogenes or his source was thinking of an edition or collection of
sayings, probably made in Alexandria, which followed a ｓｾｯｩ｣＠
analysis of the parts of philosophy. Diels maintained that Herachtus
wrote no consecutive book, but merely gave repeated utterance to
a series of carefully-formulated opinions or ｹｖＦｾ｡｜Ｎ＠
This view has
found few supporters, but perhaps has an element of truth. The
surviving fragments have very much the appearance of oral pronouncements put into a concise and striking, and therefore easily
memorable, form; they do not resemble extracts from a continuous
written work. The obstacle to this view is fr. I (194), a structurally
complicated sentence which looks ｶ･ｾｹ＠
like a written ｩｮｴｲｯ､ｵ｣ｾ＠
to
a book. Possibly when Heraclitus achIeved fame as a sage a collectIOn
of his most famous utterances was made, for which a special prologue
was composed. In any event the fragments we possess (and not all
those in DK are fully authentic) were for the most part obviously
framed as oral apophthegms rather than as parts of a discursive
treatise; this was in keeping with Heraclitus' oracular intentions (see
p. 2 10).1 It also accords with his views on divine knowledge (205 and
206) and on the inability of most men to respond to the ｴｲｾ･＠
nature
of things, even when helped by a logos or account (revelatIOn) such
as Heraclitus' own. The suggestion in 192 that the' Heracliteans',
also mentioned by Plato and Aristotle, were devotees of the book is
almost certainly guesswork; its importance lies in its implication that
there was no 'school' of direct followers at Ephesus. 2 No follower of
note is known until Cratylus, an older contemporary (probably) of
Plato who developed a debased form of Heracliteanism by exagge:ating, and combining together, the Ephesian's belief in the
inevitability of change and his belief (quite a common one in his
time) in the significance of names.

SPECIAL DIFFICULTIES OF INTERPRETATION

As has been seen, Heraclitus was renowned in antiquity for his
obscurity. His pronouncements were undeniably often cryptic,
probably intentionally so, and little serious attempt seems to have
been made by Plato and Aristotle to penetrate his real meaning.
Theophrastus, on whom the later doxographical tradition depends,
unfortunately based his interpretation on Aristotle's. He does not
appear to have had access to a complete book by Heraclitus, or even
(to judge, for example, from the omission of all but the barest
referencf to Heraclitus in his de sensu) to a fully representative
collection of separate utterances; in fact he complained that Heraclitus' pronouncements were either unfinished or inconsistent. The
Stoics further distorted the account by adopting Heraclitus as their
ancient authority on physical matters. In some respects they produced
an accurate development of his ideas, for example in their ideal of
Ｖｾｯｩ｜ｹｵｅｶｷｳ＠
3f\v, living in accord with Nature (cf. e.g. 195); in
others, however, they radically readapted his views to meet special
requirements of their own - for example in their attribution to him
of the idea of ecpyrosis, the periodical consumption of the whole world
by fire. Our sources subsequent to the founder of Stoicism, Zeno of
Citium, accepted this particular interpretation ofHeraclitus, which
can be reconciled with some of the extant sayings and may have been
encouraged by Theophrastus, but is incompatible with others and
at variance with the basic Heraclitean concept of measure in natural
change; see further pp. I 94ff. and n. on p. 200.
As for Plato and Aristotle, there is little verbatim quotation of
Heraclitus in either, nor were they really interested in the accurate
objective assessment of early predecessors. Plato occasionally mentions
him, mainly in a humorous or ironical way and with emphasis on
a view freely attributed to him in the dialogues, that' all things are

1 For an interesting discussion of this whole topic from a slightly different point
of view, see Kahn, The Art and Thought qf Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1979), 3-9.
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in flux' - lTO:VTCX pEi or lTO:VTCX X""pEi. According to Aristotle at Met.
A6, 987a32, Plato was influenced in youth by the emphasis laid by
Cratylus on this kind of view. But all Presocratic thinkers were struck
by the dominance of change in the world ofour experience. Heraclitus
was obviously no exception, indeed he probably expressed the
universality of change more clearly and more dramatically than his
predecessors; but for him it was the complementary idea of the
measure inhering in change, the stability that persists through it and
controls it, that was of vital importance. Plato may have been
genuinely misled, especially by fifth-century sophistic exaggerations,
in his distortion ofHeraclitus' emphasis here; and Aristotle accepted
the Platonic flux-interpretation and carried it still further. Other
references to Heraclitus in Aristotle attack him for denying the law
of contradiction in his assertions that opposites are' the same'. Again,
this is a misinterpretation by Aristotle, who applied his own tight
logical standards anachronistically; by 'the same' Heraclitus ･ｶｩｾ＠
dently meant not' identical' so much as 'not essentially distinct'.
In view of these defects in the authors of the ancient assessment
it is safer to attempt the reconstitutionofHeraclitus' thought, in the
first instance, on the basis of the extant genuine fragments. Even so
one cannot hope for more than a very limited understanding, partly
because Heraclitus, as Aristotle found, did not use the categories
of formal logic, and tended to describe the same thing (or roughly
the same thing) now as a god, now as a form of matter, now as a
rule of behaviour or principle which was nevertheless a physical constituent of things. He was, indeed, more ofa metaphysician than his
Ionian predecessors, less concerned with the mechanics of development and change than with the unifying reality that underlay them.
HERACLITUS'THOUGHT

(I) Men should try to comprehend the underlying coherence cif things: it is
expressed in the Logos, the formula or element cif arrangement common to all
things
I, Sextus adv. math. VII, 132
TOU Se A6yov TOUS' e6VTos CxEt
YIVOVTCXl O:V6P""lTOl KCXt 1Tp6cr6EV 11 CxKOUcrCXl Kcxi CxKoucravTES
TO lTPOOTOV' ｹＱｖｏｾｓＢ＠
ycxp lTO:VT""V KCXTCx TOV Myov T6vSE CxlTElPOlcrlV
eOIKcxcrl, ｬｔｅｰｏｾｖ＠
Kcxi elTs""v KCXt epy""v T010UT""V OKOI""V eyw
ｓｬＱｙｅｕｾｃｘ＠
KCXTCx CPUcrlV SlCX1PS""V EKCXcrTOV Kcxi CPP0:3""V OK""S eXE1' TOUS
Se CcAAOVS Cxv6pOOlTOVS Acxv60:VEl oK6crcx eYEp6sVTES ｬｔｏｾｕ｣ｲｖ＠
OK""crlTEp oK6crcx EUSOVTES e1T1Acxv60:vOVTCX1.

194

Fr.

ｃｸｾｕｖｅｔｏｬ＠

186
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195 Fr. 2, Sextus adv. math. VII, 133 510 SEi ElTEcr6cxl T4) ＼ｾｶＴﾻＧ＠
TOU Myov 5' e6VTos ｾｶｯｵ＠
3000VcrlV ot lTOAAOi ooS is{cxv exovTES
cpp6Vl1crlv.1
610 6ei ElTE0"6a1 T<'i'> KOIV<'i'>' ｾｶｯｳ＠
yap 6 KOIV6s' TOV ... MSS. ｾｶＶｳ＠
and KOIV6s
are different words for the same idea, the former being the normal epic and
Ionic form and that used by Heraclitus. The later form was evidently given in a
gloss, and then this gloss replaced the original word, though the appended
explanation remained.

1

CxAACx TOU Myov
196 Fr. 50, Hippolytus ReJ. IX, g, I OUK ･ｾｯｵ＠
CxKOUcrCXVTCXS ｏｾａｙｅｩｶ＠
crocp6v ecrTlv EV lTO:VTCX ETvCX1.
194 Of the Logos which is as I describe it men always prove to
be uncomprehending, both before they have heard it and when
once they have heard it. For although all things happen according
to this Logos men are like people of no experience, even when they
experience such words and deeds as I explain, when I distinguish
each thing according to its constitution and declare how it is; but
the rest of men fail to notice what they do after they wake up just
as they forget what they do when asleep.
195 Therefore it is necessary to follow the common; but although
the Logos is common the many live as though they had a private
understanding.
."
.
196 Listening not to me but to the Logos It IS wise to agree that
all things are one.

These assertions make it plain that Heraclitus regarded himself as
having access to, and trying vainly to propagate, an all-important
truth about the constitution of the world of which men are a part.
The great majority fail to recognize this truth, 1 which is 'common' that is both valid for all things and accessible to all men, if only they
use ｴｨｾｩｲ＠
observation and their understanding 2 and do not fabricate
a private and deceptive intelligence. What they should recognize is
the Logos, which is perhaps to be interpreted as the unifying foro:ula
or proportionate method of arrangement of things, what might
almost be termed their structural plan both individual and in sum.
The technical sense ofA6yos in Heraclitus is probably related to the
general meaning' measure', 'reckoning' or 'proportion'; it cannot
be simply Heraclitus' own 'account' that is in question (otherwise
the distinction in 196 between ･ｾｯｵ＠
and TOU Myov is meaningless),
although the Logos was revealed in that account and in a man?er
of speaking coincides with it. The effect of arrangement accordmg
to a common plan or measure is that all things, although apparently
plural and totally discrete, are really united in a coherent complex
18 7
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(196) of which men themselves are a part, and the comprehension
of which is therefore logically necessary for the adequate enactment
of their own lives. Yet' formula', 'proportionate arrangement' and
so on are misleadingly abstract as translations of this technical sense
of MyoS. Logos was probably conceived by Heraclitus at times as
an actual component of things, and in many respects it is co-extensive
with the primary cosmic constituent, fire (see p. 199).

Men are attacked for this failure in many other extant fragments: see frr. 17,
19,28,34,56 , 72. But nothing substantial is added there to the content of}94,
195, 196 . Analogous rebukes are also hurled at individuals - Homer, Hesiod,
Xenophanes, Hecataeus, Archilochus and Pythagoras; see e.g. 190 and 255,
where the ground of criticism is that such men (of whom Pythagoras comes in
for special attack elsewhere, cr. e.g. 256) pursued the wrong kind of knowledge,
rroAVIl06fT) or the mere collection of disparate and unrelated facts.
2 Cr. 197 Fr. 55, Hippolytus Rif. IX, 9, 5
oC"c...>v OlfilS aKOf) IlCx6T)C"IS. Toiho eyoo
rrpoT1IlEc...>. (The things ofwhich there is seeing and hearing andperception, these do I prifer.)
But observation must be checked by understanding, voOs or tppOVT)c"IS: this is
shown not only by 250 but also by 198 fr. 107, Sextus adv. math. VII, 126 KOKOI
llapTVp es av6pwrrolC"lv 6tp6oAIloI Kol WTO l3opl3apovs IfiV)(as eX6VTc...>v. (Evil
witnesses are '!Yes and earsfor men, if th'!Y have souls that do not understand their language.)
Here' barbarian souls' are those that cannot understand the language of, cannot
correctly interpret, the senses, but are misled by superficial appearances. An
analogous distinction between mere sensation and the intelligent interpretation
of sense-data was later made by Democritus (pp. 412-13).
1

(2) Different kinds

of instance of the essential uniry of opposites

199
Fr. 61, Hippolytus Rif. IX, 10,5 60:Acxoocx OBwp Kcx6cxpOOTCXTOV
KCXt I..lICXpOOTCXTOV, iX6v01 I..lEV 7TOTII..lOV KCXt OWTi]PIOV, CxV6POO7TOIS BE
a7ToTov KCXt oM6plov.
200

Fr.

60,

Hippolytus Rif.

IX, 10,

4

oBos avw KO:TW I..licx KCXt

c::,UTi].
201
Fr. I I I, Stobaeus Anth. Ill, I, 177 VOVOOS VYIElrW E7TOiT}OEV
i)Bv KCXt Cxycx6ov, AII..lOS KOpOV, KO:I..lCXTOS CxVO:7TCXUOIV.
202
Fr. 88, ps.-Plutarch Cons. ad Apoll. 10, 106E TCX\JTO T' EVI Ｓｾｖ＠
KCXt TE6vT}KOS KCXt TO EyPT}yOpoS KCXt TO Kcx6EVBov KCXt VEOV KCXt Y'IlPCXIOV·
To:BE yap I..lETCX7TEOOVTCX EKEIVO: EOTI KCxKEIVCX [7TO:AIV] I..lETCX7TEOOVTCX
TCXVTCX.
199
Sea is the most pure and the most polluted water; for fishes
it is drinkable and salutary, but for men It is undrinkable and
deleterious.
200
The path up and down is one ｾｮ､＠
the same.
201
Disease makes health pleasant and good, hunger satiety,
weariness rest.

188
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And as the same thing there exists in us living and dead and
the waking and the sleeping and young and old; for these things
having changed round are those, and those having changed round
are these.

202

These fragments exemplify four different kinds of connexion between
evident opposites:
(i) In 199 the same thing produces opposite effects upon different
classes of critic; so also fro 13 (pigs like mud <but men do not») and
fro 9 (donkeys prefer rubbish to gold, <men gold to rubbish»).
(ii) In 200 different aspects of the same thing may justify opposite
descriptions;1 so also fro 58 (cutting and burning <which are normally
bad) call for a fee when done by a surgeon) and fro 59 (the act of
writing combines straight, in the whole line, and crooked, in the
shape of each letter).
(iii) In 201 good and desirable things like health or rest are seen
to be possible only if we recognize their opposites, sickness or
weariness; so probably fr. 23 (there would be no right without
wrong).
.
.
(iv) In 202 certain opposites are said to be essentially connected
(literally, to be 'the same', a pregnant expression) because they
succeed, and are succeeded by, each other and nothing else. So
in fr. Ib6 the hot substance and the cold form what we might
call a hot-cold continuum, a single entity (i.e. temperature). So also
fro 57: night and day, which Hesiod had made parent and child,
are, and must always have been, essentially connected and interdependent.
'
These four kinds of connexion between opposites can be further
reduced to two main headings: (a) i-iii, opposites which inhere in,
or are simultaneously produced by, a single subject; (b) iv, opposites
which are connected through being different stages in a single
invariable process.
1 This seems the most probable interpretation of 'the road up and down'.
Theophrastus and a few of his followers applied the phrase to the interchanges
between world-masses in the cosmic process, and most modern scholars have done
the same. But the same words' one and the same' are used of evident opposites
in the formally similar fr. 59; and Hippolytus, a reliable source of verbatim
quotations from Heraclitus who seems to have used a good handbook in which
the philosopher's sayings were grouped by subject, certainly took' the road up
and down' as another illustration of the unity of opposites and not as a
cosmological metaphor, to which indeed it is not completely appropriate. We
should think of an actual road or path, which is called 'the road up' by those
who live at the bottom, 'the road down' by those at the top. Vlastos, AJP 76
(1955),349 n. 26, objects to this interpretation on the grounds of its 'banality';
but fr. 59, for example, on wx:iting, undoubtedly has precisely the same quality.
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Reflections such as these (cr. also frr. 103,48, 126,99), on objects
conventionally treated as entirely separate from and opposed to each
other, evidently persuaded Heraclitus that there is never any real
absolute division of opposite from opposite. (For a more straightforward restatement of this view by Anaxagoras see p. 37 I.)

(3) Each pair qf opposites thus forms both a uniry and a pluraliry. Different
pairs are also found to be inter-connected
203
Fr. 10, [Aristotle] de mundo 5, 396b20
OAO, O"VI.lCPEp0I.lEVOV ｾｨｏｃｐｅｰｉＮｬｖＬ＠
Ｂｖｶｾｓｏ＠ｯ
ｓｉｾｏｖＧ＠
ｅｾ＠ Eves 1TO:VTO. 1

O"VAAO:\fJlES OAO KO! OUX
EK 1TO:VTOOV EV/KOI

O"VAAaljlles is textually slightly preferable to O"vvaljlles, which would mean
'things ｾｮ＠ contact'. A more. important question is whether the word is subject
or predIcate. Snell showed It to be the former, contrary to the common view'
neither ',,:holes' and '.not whol:s 'nor 'in tune' and 'out of tune 'are typical ｰ｡ｩｲｾ＠
of Herachtean opposites, nor mdeed do they fall under the classes outlined on
p.18g ..
1

20 4

Fr. 67, Hippolytus Ref. IX, 10, 8 0 6Ees ';l.lepll EUCPPOVll,
6epos, 1TOAEI.lOS Eiptlvll, KOpOS AII.lOS [TO:VOVTio cmoVTo, oihos
o VOVs]· O:AAOloiiTOI Se OKOOO"1TEP 1TVP 01TOTOV O"VI-ll.llyfj 6vool.l00"IV
6vol.l0:3ETOI K06' ,;SOVT}V EKO:O"TOV. [1TVp suppl. Diels.]
ｘｅｉＮｬｾＩｖ＠

< >

203

Things taken together are wholes and not wholes, something
which is being brought together and brought apart, which is in
tune and out of tune; out of all things there comes a unity, and
out of a unity all things.
204
God is day night, winter summer, war peace, satiety hunger
[all the opposites, this is the meaning]; he undergoes alteration in
the way that fire, when it is mixed with spices, is named according
to the scent of each of them.
In 203 'things taken together' must be, primarily, opposites: what
one takes together with night, for example, is day. (Here we may note
that Heraclitus expresses what we should call 'quality' in ｴ･ｲｭｾ＠
of
simple extremes, which he can then classify as opposites; so that all
change can thus be regarded as that between opposites.) Such' things
taken together' are truly described in one sense as 'wholes' that is
forming
one continuum, in another sense as 'not wholes' , that is , ｡ｾ＠
.
smgle components. Applying these alternative analyses to the
conglomeration of' things taken together', we can see that' from all
things a unity is formed', and also that from this unity Ｈｅｾ＠ EVOS) there
can be separated the superficial, discrete, plural aspect of things
(1TO:VTO).
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204 asserts a relationship between god and a number of pairs of
opposites, each pair separately connected by automatic succession;
these, as the glossator saw, probably stand for all pairs of opposites
however connected. The relationship in question is a loose predicative
one; and Heraclitus, perhaps enlarging on Xenophanes, seems to
have regarded' god' as in some probably undefined way immanent
in things, or as the sum total of things. 1 One recalls the Milesian view
that the originative material, which may still be represented in the
world, is divine. Heraclitus, although not so explicitly corporealistic
in his conception of divinity, was little more conventionally religious
than the Milesians in that he did not associate' god' with the need
for cult and worship (although he did not utterly reject all cult, see
pp. 209f.). The particular point of 204 is that every opposite can
be expressed in terms of god: because peace is divine it does not
follow that war is not equally divine, is not equally permeated by
the directive and unifying constituent which is on occasions equated
with the whole ordered cosmos (pp. 187f., 199). God cannot here
be essentially different from Logos; and the Logos is, among other
things, the constituent of things which makes them opposed, and
which ensures that change between opposites will be proportional
and balanced overall. God, then, is said to be the common connecting
elementlin all extremes,just as fire is the common element of different
vapours (because these were conceived as a compound of fire with
different kinds of incense). Change from one to another brings about
a total change of name, which is misleading, because only a
superficial component has altered and the most important constituent
remains. This difficult saying implies that, while each separate pair
of contraries forms a single continuum, the several continua, also, are
connected with each other, though in a different manner. Thus the
total plurality of things forms a single, coherent, determinable
complex - what Heraclitus called 'unity'.

The superiority of god to man, and of the divine synthetic view of things to
the human chaotic view, is heavily stressed by Heraclitus; e.g. 205 Fr. 78, Origen
c. Celsum VI, 12 i'j6os yap av6poolTEIOV lleV OUK exel yvoollas, 6eiov 5E eXE1. (Human
disposition does not have truejudgement, but divine disposition does.) See also frr. 79, 82-3,
and compare the Hebrew concept: 'As the heavens are higher than the earth,
so are my ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts',
Isaiah Iv. 8f. One saying specifically asserts that for god the separateness implied
by opposites does not exist: 206 Fr. 102, Porphyrius in Iliadem IV, 4 74'> IlEV 6e4'>
KaAa lTaVTa Ka\ aya6a Ka\ 5lKala, av6poolToI 5e &: IlEV a51Ka VlTEIAr,<paO"IV &: 5e
5iKala. (To god all things are beautiful and good and just, but men have supposed some
things to be u,yust, others just.)
1
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